Our events

CHASM members speak and participate in a range of events, some of which are linked to the research projects they are involved in, and some of which relate to broader themes and issues.

Forthcoming events


Tuesday 28th April
183 Euston Road, London, Wellcome Collection
Invitation to CHASM workshop on responsible lending and borrowing.


Tuesday 5th May
Room 710 Muirhead Tower
CHASM Seminar, 'Can lending and borrowing be responsible?'


Tuesday 7th July
Room 710 Muirhead Tower
CHASM seminar, 'Public attitudes to wealth taxation', 7 July 2015, University of Birmingham.

Previous events

Take a look at all the [Previous events](/research/activity/social-policy/chasm/events/chasm-previous-events.aspx) that the Centre on Household Assets and Savings Management have been involved in since its launch in May 2010.